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    01. Auberge   02. Gone Fishing   03. You're Not A Number   04. Heaven   05. Set Me Free  
06. Winter Song  07. Red Shoes   08. Sing A Song Of Love To Me   09. Every Second Counts  
10. Looking For The Summer   11. And You My Love   12. The Mention Of Your Name    Chris
Rea - Guitar, Guitar (Classical), Harmonica, Organ (Hammond), Slide Guitar  Robert Ahwai -
Bass  Simon Clarke - Sax (Alto), Sax (Baritone)  Martin Ditcham - Drums, Percussion  Anthony
Dreman - Dobro, Guitar  Nick Hitchens - Tuba  Carol Kenyon - Vocals (Background)  Roddy
Lorimer - Flugelhorn, Trumpet  Max Middleton - Piano, String Arrangements  Tim Sanders - Sax
(Tenor)  J. Neil Sidwell - Trombone  Paul Spong - Flugelhorn, Trumpet  Linda Taylor - Vocals
(Background)  Rick Taylor - Trombone    

 

  

Chris Rea's voice is like the smoke off a prairie fire or the sparks and flame from a flint and
steel. Coupled with his robust, tasteful songwriting, the effect is to pull the listener into a song or
album, grabbing at the brain -- not just the ears. Auberge is the follow-up to Road to Hell, an
ambitious, dark-toned album that found European and critical success. Auberge may not be as
dark as its predecessor, but Rea seemingly can't sing a word without sharpening its flinty
edges, making it a bit threatening. That said, his latest effort tempers that wariness with a
mixture of cavalier spontaneity and sighing recall. It's the thoughts and feelings of a man on a
meandering road trip, thinking over the things he's said and done. "Heaven" seems to recall a
time when the afterlife was in reach, but it could just as easily be the song of someone who's
finally found his way. The reggae-tinged "Every Second Counts" finds Rea adjusting his
phrasing perfectly to the song's mellow upbeat, while the rousing title track and its
accompanying set piece "Set Me Free" move from searching, tentative guitar noodlings into
full-blown epics, sketching the album's story line with bluesy bottom end, blustering horns,
backup singers, and Rea's own grainy vocal rumble. Auberge might be a bit tough to break into
at first, like a road map that you just can't unfold, but that's because ambitious, rangy
songwriting is going to take a few odd turns on its way to the scenic overlook where everything
becomes clear. In Rea's case, that moment is summed up over the twisting guitar and swelling
strings of "Gone Fishing." "You can waste a whole lifetime trying to be what you think is
expected of you," he sings, and offers the simple act of casting a line as cure for life's wrong
turns. --- Johnny Loftus, allmusic.com
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